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Abstract
The integration host factor (IHF) is an abundant nucleoid-associated protein and an essential co-factor for phage l site-
specific recombination and gene regulation in E. coli. Introduction of a sharp DNA kink at specific cognate sites is critical for
these functions. Interestingly, the intracellular concentration of IHF is much higher than the concentration needed for site-
specific interactions, suggesting that non-specific binding of IHF to DNA plays a role in the physical organization of bacterial
chromatin. However, it is unclear how non-specific DNA association contributes to DNA organization. By using a
combination of single DNA manipulation and atomic force microscopy imaging methods, we show here that distinct modes
of non-specific DNA binding of IHF result in complex global DNA conformations. Changes in KCl and IHF concentrations, as
well as tension applied to DNA, dramatically influence the degree of DNA-bending. In addition, IHF can crosslink DNA into a
highly compact DNA meshwork that is observed in the presence of magnesium at low concentration of monovalent ions
and high IHF-DNA stoichiometries. Our findings provide important insights into how IHF contributes to bacterial chromatin
organization, gene regulation, and biofilm formation.
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Introduction
The large chromosomal DNA (,4.7 megabases) of Esche-
richia coli (E. coli) is a compacted structure, termed the
nucleoid, with the aid of a set of nucleoid-associated proteins
(NAPs) [1,2,3]. The nucleoid is reliably orientated and highly
organized, which is crucial for important cellular processes such
as gene regulation, DNA replication, and segregation of
daughter chromosomes during cell divisions [4,5]. E. coli cells
response to various changes in environments, which often
corresponds to changes in the nucleoid structure by modulating
the NAPs composition. Indeed, the relative abundance of the
major NAPs is found to be growth condition-specific [3,6].
Among these NAPs, the integration host factor (IHF) is a
conserved, abundant NAP expressed under various growth
conditions and during different growth phases of bacteria [7].
The protein was discovered as an essential co-factor for site-
specific recombination of phage l in E. coli [8]. l integrase-
mediated recombination requires binding of IHF to specific
DNA sequences within the phage l attachment region where it
creates sharp (.160o) DNA kinks upon binding [9]. IHF is also
known as a transcriptional regulator that influences global gene
transcription in E. coli [10] and S. typhimurium [11]. It has been
suggested that gene regulation by IHF requires its DNA
architectural function, which facilitates interactions between
regulatory proteins and RNA polymerase [12]. IHF recognizes
consensus DNA motifs consisting of small clusters of conserved
nucleotide residues [13,14,15]. It binds to these consensus sites
with high affinity [16,17,18]. For example, the H’ sequence that
is involved in site-specific recombination [19,20] has a
dissociation constant in the range of 0.025–20 nM
[16,17,18,21,22].
The intracellular concentration of IHF is rather high during
all bacterial growth phases, which is somehow inconsistent with
its low Kd for specific DNA binding sites. The copy number of
IHF heterodimers ranges from 12000 in the exponential growth
phase to 55000 in the early stationary phase, corresponding to a
concentration range of 12–55 mM [6]. The high intracellular
concentration range suggests that IHF may associate with DNA
in a non-specific manner, and being an abundant nucleoid
associated protein (NAP), contributes to bacterial chromatin
organization. In addition, IHF is involved in both formation
and maintenance of bacterial biofilms since it is found in
complex with extracellular DNA (eDNA) within the extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS) matrix of many biofilms [23,24].
Interestingly, recent data suggest that the protein plays an
important DNA architectural role in the maintenance of the
eDNA meshwork [25]. However, even though non-specific
DNA binding by IHF seems to be biologically important, rather
little is known at the molecular level about this particular mode
of binding.
Unlike IHF, its homolog protein HU, which is also a
heterodimer protein and has an overall similar structure [26],
has been extensively studied for its non-specific DNA binding
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properties. Two DNA binding modes were reported for E. coli
HU: in high monovalent salt concentration and low protein
concentration, E. coli HU binding leads to DNA bending similar
to IHF. However, in low monovalent salt concentration and
high protein concentration, E. coli HU can form a rigid
nucleoprotein filament with double-stranded DNA [26,27]. In
addition, studies of HU from B. stearothermophilus (BstHU), which
shares 60% sequence identity to E. coli HU, revealed a much
stronger DNA condensation capability than E. coli HU.
However, unlike E. coli HU, DNA stiffening beyond the bare
DNA level was not identified for BstHU [28]. Although these
studies on HU can provide some insights into the non-specific
DNA binding properties of IHF, direct knowledge of non-
specific IHF-DNA interactions is still lacking.
IHF is known to be able to interact with DNA both
specifically and non-specifically. According to previous isother-
mal titration calorimetry studies, non-specific binding of IHF is
favoured at low potassium concentration and high IHF-DNA
stoichiometries [29,30]. An important result from these studies is
that a smaller occluded size of DNA (,10 bp) was observed in
the non-specific binding mode compared to the ,34 bp in a
specific complex. The effects of non-specific binding of IHF on
the mechanical properties of DNA have been studied recently in
single-DNA stretching experiments using l-DNA [31], which
contains only four consensus IHF sites [19]. It was found that
the addition of IHF only moderately reduced DNA extension at
the saturation binding concentration of IHF [31]. In these
studies, the effect of IHF binding on the force response of DNA
is similar to that predicted for DNA bending proteins [32,33],
suggesting that non-specific binding of IHF also alters DNA
structure. It appears that at saturation binding, less DNA
bending than expected from the specific binding of IHF is
observed [32,33]. This suggests that non-specific binding of IHF
introduces weaker DNA bending under the conditions tested or
that it can introduce sharp DNA bending but only sparsely
binds to DNA even at saturation binding. Additionally, a recent
study suggests a non-specific conformational capture step, in
which thermal fluctuations in DNA adopt ‘‘pre-bent’’ confor-
mations that can be subsequently captured and stabilized by
IHF. This conformational capture of pre-bent DNA conforma-
tions is proposed to be crucial for sequence recognition by IHF
[34]. Such a model is, therefore, consistent with the existence of
DNA bending conformations in non-specific IHF-DNA com-
plexes.
Little is known about the dependences of the non-specific DNA
binding of IHF on physiological factors such as IHF concentration,
monovalent and divalent salt concentrations, pH, temperature,
and molecular crowding. However, such knowledge is crucial to
understand the responses of the E. coli nucleiod to these frequently
changing factors, which has been highlighted from recent studies
of several other bacterial NAPs, such as E. coli H-NS and StpA and
P.aeruginosa MvaT, in which these NAPs can sense environmental
changes and adapt their DNA binding properties accordingly
[35,36,37].
In this study, we addressed these questions and investigated
non-specific interactions between IHF and DNA using magnetic
tweezers and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Our results
uncovered multiple DNA binding modes of IHF which result in
complex DNA structures. These binding modes are controlled by
conditions such as protein, monovalent salt, and magnesium
concentrations. Our results have important implications for global




Purified E. coli wild-type IHF was a kind gift of D. Esposito to
P.D., which was expressed and purified according to the original
protocol from Howard Nash [38].
Transverse Magnetic Tweezers Measurements
Biotin labeled l-DNA (48502 bp, New England Biolabs)
molecules at the two DNA ends of the opposite DNA strands
were used for single-DNA stretching experiments. DNA stretching
was performed using a transverse magnetic tweezers setup, which
can stretch the DNA in the focal plane [39]. One end of DNA was
attached to a streptavidin-coated cover glass edge, and the other
end was attached to a 2.8-mm paramagnetic bead (Dynalbeads M-
280, Invitrogen, Singapore). The DNA is immersed in a flow
channel, in which the buffer solution can be changed. A pair of
permanent magnets is used to apply force on the tethered
paramagnetic beads. A 40 X microscope objective is used to image
the tethered bead onto a CCD camera (Pike F-032, Allied Vision
Technologies, Germany) at ,100 frames per second. A home-
written software with LabVIEW (National Instruments, US) was
used to track the paramagnetic bead. The DNA extension is
determined from the centroid of the bead to the edge of the cover




where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, z is the
measured extension of the DNA, and d is the variance of bead
fluctuation in a direction perpendicular to the stretching force.
To make sure that the stretched DNA is a single tether, the
measured DNA force-extension curve is fitted with the Marko-
Siggia formula [41] in the force range from 0.1 pN to 10 pN. DNA
is determined to be a single tether if the persistence length is fitted
to be A<5065 nm.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Imaging
All imaging was done on glutaraldehyde-coated mica surface,
which was prepared according to ref. 44 [42]. Briefly, 50 ml of 0.1
% (v/v) (3-aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane (APTES) solution diluted
with deionised water is incubated for 10 minutes on freshly cleaved
mica which is subsequently rinsed extensively with deionised water
and dried with nitrogen gas. Following the step, 50 ml of 1 % (v/v)
glutaraldehyde solution is incubated for 15 minutes on the
APTES-modified mica which is again subsequently rinsed and
dried before use. Such glutaraldehyde-modified surface was able to
immobilize DNA-protein complexes by crosslinking the amine
groups of the proteins bound to the DNA to the surface. As the
glutaraldehyde molecules are covalently bound to the surface, they
do not diffuse into the solution and therefore do not non-
specifically aggregate proteins or DNA-protein complexes. Such
surface has been shown less perturbing the stability of DNA-
protein interactions and is friendly to DNA-protein complex
imaging [43]. As immobilization of DNA-protein complexes on
the glutaraldehyde-modified surface does not depend on the
presence of magnesium, the effects of magnesium on the
conformations of DNA-protein complexes can be studied
[35,36,37,44].
The DNA substrate used for the imaging experiments is
5386 bp W6174 dsDNA RF1 (New England Biolabs) linearized
by PstI (New England Biolabs). DNA of fixed concentration
Complex DNA Organization by IHF
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(0.2 ng/ul) was incubated with different IHF concentrations and
in different solutions with 10 mM Tris (pH 7.4). DNA was
incubated with IHF for 45 minutes and transferred to mica for
additional 20 minutes before imaging in air. Imaging was
performed using Molecular Imaging 5500 AFM (Molecular
Imaging, Agilent Technologies) on acoustic AC mode. Silicon
cantilevers (Photonitech, Singapore) with a resonant frequency of
,300 kHz and force constant of 40 N/m were used. Gwyddion
software (http://gwyddion.net/) was used to process all the
images.
Results
KCl Dependency of the Influence of IHF on the DNA
Force Response
To determine how IHF binds to DNA, we studied the
mechanical response of a single l-DNA molecule (48502 bp) to
IHF-binding using a transverse magnetic tweezers setup
(Figure 1A). Theoretical predictions revealed that binding of
DNA-distorting proteins can change the force-extension curves of
DNA, hence providing information on the binding mechanism
[32]. The binding of DNA-bending protein results in a lowered
apparent DNA bending persistence length, causing shortening in
DNA extension at small forces as illustrated in Figure 1A. Note the
four consensus IHF sites on the l-DNA [19] will not affect the
DNA force response, as the number of specific bends is too small
to cause detectable influence on the force response of the
48502 bp l-DNA [32,45].
The force-responses of single l-DNA molecules were studied in
response to changes both in IHF and KCl concentrations at 20uC
and pH 7.4. For IHF concentrations ranging from 0–1250 nM,
the force-extension curves were recorded in 200 mM KCl
(Figure 1B). To determine if IHF binding reached a steady or
equilibrium state, the data were recorded using a force-decreasing
scan, during which the force was sequentially decreased from
higher to lower values, followed by a force-increasing scan through
the same set of force values. If protein binding and unbinding are
fast and reach equilibrium over the experimental time scale, the
force-extension curve obtained in the force-increasing scan should
overlap with that obtained in the force-decreasing scan. Other-
wise, the force-extension curve in the force-increasing scan should
be lower than that in the force-decreasing scan due to DNA
extension reduction caused by protein-induced DNA bending or
DNA folding (i.e., hysteresis in force-extension curve). At each
force, data were recorded for 30 s, and the data obtained in the
final 5 s were averaged to calculate the extension. At 200 mM
KCl, no hysteresis was observed. At IHF concentration below
250 nM, the DNA extension almost overlaps with that of the
naked DNA without protein. At 1250 nM IHF, which exceeds the
saturation binding concentration of IHF, ,500 nM (the force-
extension curves remain unchanged at .500 nM IHF) [31], IHF
binding weakly reduces the DNA extension: the DNA becomes
,20% shorter than naked DNA at,0.1 pN. Overall, our data are
consistent with previous results obtained under the same
conditions [31].
We next measured how IHF-DNA interactions are influenced
by various KCl concentrations. We found that in the presence of
IHF, DNA is significantly less extended at 100 mM KCl than at
200 mM KCl (Figure 1B–C). Extension at 50 nM IHF in 100 mM
KCl (Figure 1C) is comparable to that obtained at 1250 nM IHF
in 200 mM KCl, where saturation binding is achieved (Figure 1B).
If IHF induces equal degrees of DNA bending at 200 mM KCl
and 100 mM KCl, saturation binding should occur at 100 mM
KCl and ,50 nM IHF. However, when IHF concentration is
increased above 50 nM, DNA extension decreases. This suggests
that IHF reduces DNA extension through different mechanisms at
100 mM KCl and 200 mM KCl. Because no hysteresis was
observed between the force-decreasing and force-increasing scans,
this increased DNA extension reduction is not likely due to higher
order DNA condensation caused by mechanisms such as DNA
looping or DNA bridging. Rather, it may be due to sharper DNA
bending than that occurring at 200 mM KCl. In addition, DNA
extension was non-monotonically dependent on IHF concentra-
tion at 100 mM KCl. When IHF concentration was increased
from 250 nM to 1250 nM in 100 mM KCl, DNA extension
increased.
To further illuminate how KCl affects DNA-binding properties
of IHF, we repeated this experiment at 50 mM KCl. Similar non-
monotonic dependence of DNA bending on IHF concentration
was observed with maximal bending occurring at ,50 nM IHF
(Figure 1D). Note that in 50 mM KCl, slow hysteresis between the
force-decreasing and force-increasing stretching curves occurred.
Such slow DNA folding signal can be filtered out by a quick force
jumping method explained in Supporting Information (Methods
S1A and Figure S1). The force extension curve obtained by force
jumping (Figure 1E), resembles results obtained in 100 mM KCl
(Figure 1C) in terms of the maximal DNA extension reduction and
the non-monotonic dependence of DNA extension on IHF
concentration. Therefore, faster IHF-induced DNA bending in
50 mM KCl probed by the force-jumping method seems to be of
the same nature as DNA bending in 100 mM KCl. The hysteresis
observed in 50 mM KCl therefore indicates a different DNA
folding mechanism from bending in 100 mM KCl. It indicates
either an even sharper degree of DNA bending with slower
kinetics, or DNA condensation into higher order complex
structures by IHF.
The non-monotonic dependence of DNA extension on IHF
concentration in 100 mM or 50 mM KCl probed by force
jumping suggests that the level of DNA bending is mediated by
IHF concentration and that sharper DNA bending is not favoured
at higher IHF concentrations. To quantify this phenomenon,
DNA extensions recorded at 200 mM KCl (Figure 1B), 100 mM
KCl (Figure 1C), and 50 mM KCl by force jumping (Figure 1E)
are plotted as functions of IHF concentration at the same force of
0.1 pN (Figure 1F). At 200 mM KCl, DNA extension monoton-
ically decreases as IHF concentration increases, whereas at
100 mM and 50 mM KCl, there appears to be a critical IHF
concentration below which DNA extension monotonically de-
creases as IHF concentration increases and above which DNA
extension monotonically increases as IHF concentration increases.
These results reveal complex non-specific interactions between
IHF and DNA. Binding of IHF to DNA, inducing a fixed bending
angle, cannot explain these results. The existence of at least two
non-specific DNA bending states that depend on both KCl and
IHF concentration would explain the differential force-response of
the DNA-IHF complex to these factors.
KCl Controls the Degree of Bending in IHF-DNA
Complexes
At an IHF concentration where saturated DNA binding is
observed (e.g. 1250 nM), DNA is more extended in 200 mM KCl
than the shortest DNA extension at 50 mM or 100 mM KCl
(Figure 1F). To determine if decreasing the KCl concentration
induces increased DNA bending, a DNA tether was incubated at
varying concentrations of IHF in 200 mM KCl and then at
50 mM KCl without free IHF proteins. If a sufficient amount of
IHF remains associated with DNA, one should expect to see the
Complex DNA Organization by IHF
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response of IHF-DNA complexes to the change in KCl
concentration undisturbed by free IHF in solution.
At 200 mM KCl and an IHF concentration of 50 nM IHF, the
force-extension curve almost overlaps with the reference curve
obtained from naked DNA before IHF was added (Figure 1G).
However, at 50 mM KCl in the absence of IHF, DNA extension
was reduced slightly by ,600 nm at ,0.08 pN (Figure 1G). This
decrease in DNA extension was not caused by effects of salt on the
elasticity of naked DNA, as the force-response of DNA is almost
identical in KCl concentrations ranging from 50–200 mM (Figure
S2). Repeating this experiment at IHF concentration of 250 nM
or the saturating concentration of 1250 nM, we obtained similar
results but with greater DNA extension reduction (Figure 1G).
These findings support the existence of at least two distinct DNA
bending modes of the IHF-DNA complex. Because there was no
free IHF in the 50 mM KCl solution, the reduced extension that
occurred after changing the buffer should have resulted from the
response of DNA-bound IHF to the change in KCl concentration.
Figure 1. Influences of IHF on DNA force response in the absence of magnesium. (A) Top-panel: Schematic diagram of the transverse
magnetic tweezers setup used in this paper. Bottom panel: force-extension curves of l-DNA according to the Marko-Siggia formula for the protein-
free DNA persistence length of 50 nm (black) and a reduced persistence length of 25 nm (red). (B–D) Effects of IHF on the force response of l-DNA at
varying concentrations of KCl and pH 7.4. Force-extension curves of DNA in the force-decreasing (filled triangles) and force-increasing (open
triangles) scans at the indicated concentrations of IHF in 200 mM KCl (B), 100 mM KCl (C), and 50 mM KCl (D), respectively. (E) Force-extension curves
measured in 50 mM KCl by force jumping. (F) DNA extension as a function of the IHF concentration at 0.1 pN at different KCl concentrations. Data at
0.1 pN were obtained from the force-extension curves at corresponding KCl concentrations in Figure 1B–C and 1E by linear interpolation using two
nearest neighbouring data points adjacent to 0.1 pN. (G) Decreasing KCl concentration from 200 mM to 50 mM drives a switch from smaller to higher
degrees of DNA bending. Filled triangles represent force-extension curves of DNA incubated in 200 mM KCl at the indicated concentration of IHF.
Open triangles represent force-extension curves of DNA after lowering the KCl concentration to 50 mM and removing IHF. (H) The DNA bending
angle as a function of the spacing of IHF bound to DNA that causes 50% reduction in DNA extension at 0.1 pN.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049885.g001
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The Degree of DNA Bending at Non-specific DNA Sites is
Substantially Smaller than that at Specific Cognate Sites
Mainly three factors influence the force-extension curves: DNA
bending rigidity, the degree of bending introduced by IHF, and
the occupancy of DNA by IHF. The DNA bending rigidity is
characterized by the DNA persistence length, which was measured
to be ,50 nm [41,46], leaving the DNA bending angle and IHF
occupancy two undetermined factors that control the shape of the
force-extension curves. The force-extension curves in Figure 1
indicate two DNA bending states influenced by the concentration
of KCl. An interesting question is whether increased bending in
100 mM KCl and 50 mM KCl is comparable to the ,160o kink
observed in the specific IHF-H’ complex [9].
According to Figure 1F, at 0.1 pN, the extension of DNA
decreased the most at IHF concentrations of 250 nM in 100 mM
KCl and 50 nM in 50 mM KCl, where DNA extension was
shortened by ,50% from the naked DNA at the same force. To
compare with experimental data, we simulated the kink bending
angle as a function of the occupancy density of IHF (number of
base pairs between adjacent IHF) that can decrease extension by
50% at 0.1 pN DNA (Figure 1H and Methods S1B) over a wide
range, i.e. from 1 IHF per 390 bp to 1 IHF per 12 bp. As shown in
Figure 1H, for bending of 160o, low protein occupancy density
around one IHF per 390 bp is able to reduce extension by 50%.
However, in our experiments, the greatest decrease in extension
occurred at critical concentrations of IHF above which over-
crowding of IHF occurs. Therefore, the IHF occupancy density is
expected to be higher and as a result the degree of bending is
expected to be smaller, in order to explain the results. For
example, if we assume an occupancy density of 1 IHF per 34 bp
(the size of fully wrapped DNA in a specific IHF-H’ complex), a
bending angle of ,50o could explain the result. Although the
actual IHF occupancy density in our experiments was not
determined, these data suggest that in the non-specific DNA
binding mode, the extent of IHF-induced DNA bending in
100 mM KCl and 50 mM KCl is likely much smaller than, for
example, that determined with the specific binding to the H’ site.
This result is consistent with a previous study that reported a
smaller occluded size of DNA (,10 bp) in the non-specific binding
mode than the ,34 bp in a specific IHF-DNA complex. This
implies that shorter DNA segment is wrapped around an IHF
heterodimer [29]. It is also in agreement with an earlier study
based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer that reported less
DNA bending in a non-specific DNA-IHF complex [47].
IHF Induces More Compact DNA Conformations at Low
KCl Concentration
In order to obtain more information of the DNA organization
triggered by IHF at different KCl concentrations, we performed
AFM imaging experiments on glutaraldehyde-coated mica surfac-
es that are particularly useful for imaging DNA-protein complexes
[42,43]. As the glutaraldehyde molecules are covalently bound to
the surface, they do not diffuse into the solution and therefore do
not non-specifically crosslink proteins or DNA-protein complexes.
Such surface has been shown to be less perturbing to the stability
of DNA-protein interactions. At 50 mM KCl or 200 mM KCl,
protein-free linear dsDNA (W6174, 5386 bp), which does not
contain any consensus IHF sites, assumed extended random coiled
conformations (Figure 2A), which are similar to conformations of
DNA on APTES-coated mica surfaces (Figure S3A) but are more
compact than DNA on a freshly cleaved mica surface containing
magnesium ions (Figure S3B). In 200 mM KCl, addition of IHF
up to the highest concentration (1250 nM) did not show an
apparent influence on DNA conformations when compared to
protein-free DNA (inset of Figure 1A). This observation is
consistent with the single-DNA stretching experiments where
DNA extension was only moderately reduced in 200 mM KCl
(Fig. 1B and 1F). In contrast, in 100 mM KCl, addition of 250–
1250 nM IHF induced more compact DNA conformations
(Figure 2B–C). At a lower KCl concentration of 50 mM, addition
of 50–250 nM IHF induced similar compacted DNA conforma-
tions (Figure 2D–E) to those in 100 mM KCl (Figure 2B–C).
However, in 50 mM KCl and 1250 nM IHF (Figure 2F), DNA
became significantly more extended than in 50 and 250 nM IHF.
In general, these AFM imaging results are consistent with the
results from single-DNA stretching experiments: 1) DNA is more
sharply bent in 100 mM and 50 mM KCl than in 200 mM KCl,
and 2) in low salt, the DNA bending angle non-monotonically
depends on the concentration of IHF, as demonstrated in
Figure 2F. In addition, we did not find apparent evidence that
DNA can be condensed into higher order structures in 50 mM
KCl. Such DNA condensation mechanism would predict DNA-
protein complexes of varying sizes expected from inter-DNA
aggregations mediated by IHF; however, the size of the DNA-IHF
complexes identified by AFM do not vary a lot.
IHF Condenses DNA into Higher Order Structures in the
Presence of Magnesium
We next investigated the influence of magnesium on DNA
organization by non-specific IHF binding. Magnesium is known to
be essential for many enzymatic reactions in bacteria and is
present in bacteria at concentrations up to 4 mM [48]. It is also
critical for chromosomal condensation and DNA repair [48,49].
Recent experiments suggest that magnesium is also important for
regulating DNA binding properties of bacterial NAPs, such as H-
NS and StpA [35,36,50,51]. Hence, it will be interesting to ask
how magnesium affects binding of other NAPs to DNA.
Single-DNA stretching experiments were performed first to
investigate the effects of magnesium on binding of IHF to DNA. In
200 mM KCl, we found that addition of 2 mM MgCl2 did not
affect IHF-binding. The resulting force-extension curves in 0 –
1250 nM IHF are similar to that in 200 mM KCl without
magnesium (Figure S4A). We next used KCl concentration of
50 mM where sharper DNA bending and DNA condensation are
detected. Using force jumping, we first measured the DNA force-
extension curves in the absence of magnesium as controls (these
data already appeared in Figure 1E and Figure 1F). Then, in
50 nM IHF and 2 mM MgCl2, the DNA extension is comparable
to that obtained in the absence of MgCl2 at .2 pN but slightly
shorter at ,1 pN. In 250 nM and 1250 nM IHF and 2 mM
MgCl2, DNA extension became significantly shorter than that
obtained in the absence of magnesium at ,0.6 pN (Figure 3A).
Data points below 0.6 pN are not shown, because DNA extension
was reduced to below 2 mm within 10 s at these force values,
which is too short to be measured by our magnetic tweezers setup
due to the shadow of the cover glass edge indicated by the left-
hand arrow in Figure 1A. To observe DNA extension reduction
more clearly, the DNA folding time courses at ,0.6 pN and ,0.3
pN are shown before DNA extension was reduced below 2 mm
(Figure 3B). The DNA folding speed is fast at low force, exceeding
1 mm/s extension reduction at ,0.3 pN. For comparison, folding
in the absence of magnesium is much slower even at the lowest
force of ,0.1 pN (Figure S5).
In order to understand whether magnesium-dependent DNA
folding is caused by DNA condensation into higher order
structures, or by sharper DNA bending, we performed AFM
imaging to visualize the DNA-IHF complexes. In these experi-
Complex DNA Organization by IHF
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ments, DNA concentration was fixed at 0.2 ng/ml (base pair molar
concentration ,310 nM). At 1250 nM IHF and 50 mM KCl
(Figure 3C), the IHF-DNA complex was more compact in the
presence of magnesium than in its absence (Figure 2F). Impor-
tantly, the size of these highly compact DNA-IHF complexes is
heterogeneous, suggesting that different amounts of DNA are
packaged inside each complex, as indicated by arrows in
Figure 3C. Dilution of IHF to 310 nM (Figure 3D) and 78 nM
(Figure 3E) reduces the level of DNA compaction. At 31 nM IHF
(1 IHF dimer: 10 bp), DNA compaction is not observed. For
comparison, in the presence of 200 mM KCl, where only weak
DNA bending is observed in single-DNA stretching experiments,
AFM imaging at 1250 nM IHF consistently shows that DNA
assumes coiled conformations similar to naked DNA (Figure S4B).
These results indicate that magnesium promotes higher order
DNA compaction at ,50 mM KCl, sufficiently high IHF
concentrations (,250 nM or higher), and high IHF: DNA
stoichiometries (,1 IHF:4 bp or higher). Considering that IHF
is an abundant NAP and magnesium exists in vivo in the mM
range, these findings imply that the non-specific binding of IHF to
bacterial DNA could be important for bacterial DNA compaction.
In addition, it may also be important for the organization of eDNA
in biofilms, although the exogenous concentration of MgCl2 is
likely be different in different environments.
Discussion
Our study revealed that the interaction between IHF and DNA
is complex, with IHF binding to DNA via different modes that
induce different DNA bending patterns. Furthermore, these
different DNA binding modes are sensitive to environmental
factors such as KCl, magnesium, and force. High concentrations
of KCl induce weak DNA bending, and a saturated concentration
of IHF does not condense DNA further. At ,100 mM KCl and
unsaturating IHF levels, sharper DNA bending occurs resulting in
DNA extension reduction. This state of increased DNA bending is
inhibited at higher IHF concentrations, which leads to the non-
monotonic relation between DNA extension and IHF concentra-
tion. This less bent DNA conformation is energetically favourable
at high concentrations of IHF, because it will likely make more
DNA available to accommodate more IHF proteins. Moreover, a
physiological concentration of magnesium enhanced DNA com-
paction, suggesting a possible role of non-specific DNA binding by
IHF in the packaging of bacterial DNA. In cells, other multivalent
cations or polyamines also exist which may directly [52] or in
cooperation with proteins [53] condense DNA. Therefore, it will
be interesting to investigate how they influence the DNA
organization by IHF in future studies.
These DNA binding modes, their dependence on environmen-
tal factors, and the resulting DNA deformations and organizations
Figure 2. AFM analysis of linearized double-stranded Wx174 DNA incubated with varying concentrations of IHF. IHF heterodimer to
DNA base pair ratio is indicated in each image panel. (A) Naked DNA that was not incubated with IHF in 50 mM KCl. Similar DNA conformation was
found in 200 mM KCl with 1250 nM IHF, which is the highest protein concentration (Inset figure). (B–C) DNA molecules incubated in 100 mM KCl with
250 nM IHF (B) and 1250 nM IHF (C) respectively. (D-F) DNA molecules incubated in 50 mM KCl with 50 nM IHF (D), 250 nM IHF (E) and 1250 nM IHF
(F), respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049885.g002
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are summarized in Figure 4: 1) when binding of IHF is not
saturated, weaker and sharper bending conformations are
regulated by the concentration of KCl or tension; 2) at high
concentrations of IHF, DNA always adopts the weaker bending
conformation regardless of the KCl concentration and tension due
to overcrowding of IHF on DNA; 3) when overcrowding occurs at
low concentrations of KCl, the exposed IHF DNA binding
interface can also interact with other DNA segments or molecules,
leading to further higher-order DNA condensation in the presence
of magnesium in the mM range. Note that Figure 4 suggests that
the sharper bending mode occupies more DNA than the weaker
bending mode, as a less bent conformation in general means a less
wrapped DNA state. This is also consistent with a smaller occluded
size of DNA (,10 bp) in the non-specific binding mode than the
,34 bp occluded size in the sharply bent specific binding mode of
IHF [29,30].
Comparison with Other Non-specific DNA Folding
Proteins
DNA bending and higher order DNA condensation represent
two commonly observed DNA folding mechanisms utilized by
DNA architectural proteins. Several well known DNA bending
proteins such as HU and Fis in E. coli, and HMGB1 and NHP6A
in eukaryotic cells, have been investigated in single-DNA
stretching and/or AFM imaging experiments [26,54,55]. Among
these proteins, it will be particularly interesting to compare the
results obtained for IHF in this study with previous studies of its
cousin HU, which has an overall similar structure [26]. In contrast
to the DNA stiffening effects of E.coli HU in low monovalent salt
concentration and high protein concentration [26,27], DNA
stiffening beyond bare DNA level was not identified for IHF in all
conditions explored in our studies. In the presence of magnesium
and high IHF concentration, IHF can organize DNA into higher
order complexes (Figure 3), which was also not found in previous
studies of E. coli HU. However, several DNA binding features of
IHF revealed in our studies are similar to those reported for
BstHU, including the non-monotonic dependence of DNA force-
extension curves on the protein concentration, and the lack of
DNA stiffening beyond the bare DNA level at very high protein
concentrations [28]. It will also be interesting to compare with
other NAPs in E. coli that can organize DNA into higher order
structures. Fis and Dps are known to be able to crosslink DNA into
higher order DNA complexes [56,57,58]. Unlike IHF, however,
DNA condensation by these two NAPs does not require the
presence of magnesium. As such, IHF is an NAP with multiple
DNA binding modes which are in many aspects distinct from
other DNA folding NAPs.
Implications on Global Bacterial Gene Regulation
IHF influences global transcription in E. coli [10] and S.
typhimurium [11]. It has been suggested that IHF positively
regulates gene transcription by bending DNA to facilitate contact
Figure 3. Effects of magnesium on DNA condensation in the presence of IHF. (A) Force-extension curves obtained by force jumping.
Triangles and circles represent data obtained in the absence and presence of 2 mM MgCl2, respectively. For 250 nM and 1250 nM IHF, data are not
shown for force ,0.6 pN because DNA extension was below the minimal extension (,2 mm) that could be measured by our instrument. (B) DNA
folding time course at various values of lower force and unfolding time course at the high force of ,12 pN in 1250 nM IHF. (C–F) Atomic force
microscopy analysis of DNA molecules incubated in 50 mM KCl and 2 mM MgCl2 with 1250 nM IHF (C), 310 nM IHF (D), 78 nM IHF (E) and 31 nM IHF
(F). IHF heterodimer to DNA base pair ratio is indicated in each image panel.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049885.g003
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between regulatory proteins and RNA polymerase [12]. Our
finding that IHF induces more than one state of DNA bending
mediated by several factors suggests that global gene regulation by
IHF may be influenced by physiological factors that control DNA
bending. However, regulation of specific genes by IHF remains
most likely controlled by high-affinity binding of IHF to specific
DNA sequences, and the DNA conformations induced by these
specific interactions may differ from those induced by non-specific
interactions.
Implications on Packaging of Chromosomal DNA in
Bacteria
IHF is the second most abundant NAP in the early stationery phase
with a copy number of,55000 and a concentration of,55 mM [1].
Interestingly, the nucleoid of E. coli becomes more compact when it
enters the stationary phase [51]. Because Dps is the most abundant
NAP in the early stationery phase and it condenses DNA, it is believed
to be responsible for the packaging chromosomal DNA in bacteria
[58]. Our results suggest that IHF may also play a major role in DNA
compaction during the early stationary phase, because it condenses
DNA at physiological concentrations of magnesium.
We also want to point out that, in vivo, there are many other
abundant nucleoid associated proteins (NAPs) that will compete
with IHF. The total concentration of NAPs may well exceed
300 mM [1]. The average NAP to DNA ratio in vivo will then
become greater than 1 protein: 10 bp, which is comparable to our
AFM imaging at 1:10–1:1 (protein to base pair ratio) range.
Moreover, molecular crowding effects may also play a role in
enhancing DNA condensation in vivo [59]. In our single-DNA
stretching experiments, the ratio was not controlled due to the
nature of single-DNA stretching experiments where only one DNA
molecule is stretched. In all single-DNA stretching experiments,
the IHF to DNA ratio is always in excess. In such experiments,
only the concentration of the protein is meaningful.
In a recent super-resolution imaging experiment, the intracel-
lular localization of several NAPs including IHF was imaged. IHF
was found to form small clusters widely spread on the E. coli
chromosome [60]. The cause of the IHF clustering may be due to
sequence preference of IHF or a result from competition with
other NAPs binding to chromosomal DNA. Additional studies are
needed to elucidate where IHF localizes on E. coli chromosomal
DNA and how it contributes to DNA packaging in the presence of
other NAPs.
Implications on Biofilm Maintenance
Bacteria can form an organized, functional, and complex
community called a biofilm. It has been estimated that most
bacterial infections involve biofilm formation during disease
progression [25,61]. EPS that contain polysaccharides, proteins,
nucleic acids, and lipids are critical to the formation and
maintenance of biofilms [61]. The EPS provide the scaffold for
the three-dimensional architecture of the biofilm and protect the
bacteria within the biofilm [61].
eDNA is a common component of the EPS and it has been
shown that the eDNA meshwork plays an important role in
stabilizing the biofilms [23]. Interestingly, IHF and HU have been
found in the eDNA meshwork and they localize to kinked DNA
and crossed DNA [25,62]. Importantly, removal of these proteins
leads to biofilm disassembly or biofilm debulking [25]. These
results are supported by our finding that IHF can bend DNA and,
in the presence of MgCl2, condense DNA into a meshwork-like
structure. Further, it was reported that interaction of multivalent
inorganic ions with EPS can greatly influence the mechanical
stability of biofilms [61]. For example, the presence of divalent ion
increased the mechanical stability of mucoid P. aeruginosa biofilms
[63]. Although this effect was previously explained by the divalent
ion-mediated crosslinking of polyanionic alginate molecules, our
result of the effects of magnesium suggests that divalent ion-
enhanced, IHF-induced DNA crosslinking occurs in the eDNA
meshwork. Therefore, our results also provide insights into the
structural roles of IHF in supporting biofilm integrity.
Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that distinct modes of non-specific
binding of IHF to DNA result in complex DNA conformations.
Changes in KCl concentration, IHF concentration, and force can
change the degree of DNA bending. In addition, IHF can crosslink
DNA into a highly compact meshwork structure that is enhanced
by magnesium. Our findings provide new insights into the
interactions and functions of IHF in bacterial gene regulation,
chromosome packaging, and biofilm maintenance.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 l-DNA extension time-course in a force-
jumping experiment at 50 nM IHF in 50 mM KCl. Black
indicates the highest force (14.7 pN). Forces of lower values are
indicated by different colors.
(TIF)
Figure S2 Force-extension curves of l-DNA in 50–
200 mM KCl and pH 7.4 (10 mM Tris). These show that
the force-response of DNA is almost identical in the whole KCl
concentration range.
(TIF)
Figure 4. Schematic model of IHF-DNA interaction. The
conformational states of the DNA-IHF complex and their dependence
on force, [IHF], [KCl] and [MgCl2] are summarized here. Yellow
represents an IHF dimer, and blue represents dsDNA. Dark red right
trangles indicate increasing values of force and [KCl].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049885.g004
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Figure S3 AFM imaging of naked Wx174 DNA on APTES-
coated mica and freshly cleaved mica. (A) Naked DNA in
200 mM KCl on APTES-modified mica. (B) Naked DNA in
10 mM MgCl2 (divalent salt bridging) on Fresh-mica surface.
(TIF)
Figure S4 IHF-DNA interaction in 200 mM KCl in the
presence of magnesium. (A) Effects of magnesium on DNA
conformations in 200 mM KCl. Force-extension curves in force-
decreasing and force-increasing scans of l-DNA at the indicated
IHF concentrations, which are similar to those obtained in
200 mM KCl in the absence of magnesium (Figure 1B). (B) AFM
imaging of DNA molecules complexed with 1250 nM IHF in
200 mM KCl in the present of 2 mM MgCl2.
(TIF)
Figure S5 Folding time course of l-DNA with 1250 nM
IHF in 50 mM KCl solution. The compaction without
magnesium is much slower (blue curve), even at the lowest force
,0.07 pN, compared to that in the similar 50 mM KCl solution
with magnesium (Figure 3B). Moreover, the compaction is not as
stable as that with magnesium, as it can be easily unfolded under
at ,8.7 pN (red curve). The green dot grids are used as a
comparison criterion for the DNA extension reduction.
(TIF)
Methods S1 Supplementary Methods. (A) Quick force
jumping method (B) Simulation details.
(DOC)
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